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Greetings Valued Customers and Associates and welcome to this edition of the
Triangle T.I.P.S. Newsletter! We've showcased a few of our cutting edge products
along with articles on industry trending topics, and hope you find the information
useful. We're here to assist in any way possible so don't hesitate to contact your

Triangle salesperson, or me personally.

Sincerely,

Marty Taylor, President 

Contact your Triangle Sales
representative for Titus product
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selections, application and
engineered solutions!

Conventional overhead systems provide comfort through room air mixing.  For
this reason, these systems are also known as fully-mixed systems.  In a typical

cooling application, 55 degree air is supplied from ceiling diffusers or high
sidewall grilles.

The mixing created by the outlet discharge jet results in room air motion.  This
so-called secondary air motion is due to the entrainment of room air into the
supply jet where mixing occurs.  Ideally, an overhead system results in fully-
mixed air throughout the space with minimal temperature stratif ication.

With a fully mixed system, the f irst thing that supply air does is pick-up heat
from overhead lighting.  This is one reason why we typically need a 20 degree

delta on our supply air.  

TIP OF THE DAY

Vertical Projection and Horizontal
Throw

All cataloged throw data is "isothermal" (unless noted otherwise in the
Titus catalog).  In normal HVAC conditions, the throw to 150 FPM is
temperature independent.

Regarding Vertical Projection:



Cold air:  The throw (T50) distance increases by about 2.5% for every

degree the delta increases.  In other words, a -20 degF delta would
result in a 50% increase in the T50 value.

Warm air:  The throw (T50) distance decreases by about 2.5% for
every degree the delta increases.  In other words, a 20 degF delta
would result in a 50% decrease in the T50 value.

Regarding Horizontal Throw:

Cold air: The throw (T50) distance decreases by about 1.25% for every

degree the delta increases.  In other words, a -20 degF delta would
result in a 25% decrease in the T50 value.

Warm air: The throw (T50) distance increases by about 1.25% for every
degree the delta increases.  In other words, a 20 degF delta would
result in a 25% increases in the T50 value.

Titus offers a range of HVAC products
and solutions!

Titus Applied Products
Titus offers products from modular air handlers, fan coil units, blower coil units

and roof mounted blower coil units.



RevolutionTFX
Highly configurable
modular air handler

Blower Coil Uniots
Horizontal and vertical
blower coil units

Fan Coil Units
Horizontal and vertical
fan coil units

Rooftop Blower Coil
Roof mounted blower coil
units

Ask about our EC motor
presentations!

Triangle Sales currently offers an EC
motor presentation to give

engineers and contractors the
opportunity to get a hands-on

demonstration of the benefits and
features of EC motors.

15300 W 110th St

Lenexa, KS 66219

P: (913) 541-1800

F: (913) 541-0011

Unsubscribe

EC Motor Presentation Outline

Introduction to electrically commutated (EC) motors

Benefits of EC motor technology versus AC motors

Types of EC motors

How an EC motor works

EC motors and energy codes

EC motor control options

Working demonstration of fans with EC motors and controls

PDH credits are available upon request

Contact Greg Paulsen or Nick Jambrosic for more information or to schedule a
demonstration.

In-person and webinar options are available.

Triangle Sales, Inc.
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